VALIDATING EACH LINK IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN: PEN TESTING AND THE CLOUD

If you’re a career changer or are seeking new hands-on, technical skills related to Cloud+ and PenTest+, join us for this comprehensive, no-cost sneak peek into two of the most in-demand job roles. Attendees will understand the skills needed to be successful and walk away with valuable insight in a fraction of the time you might spend in a traditional bootcamp. CEUs available.

October 28 @ TechNet Cyber
1:30-4:30 EDT
Baltimore Convention Center
Or watch via livestream!

This 3-hour bootcamp will cover:
• Critical cloud-based supply chain issues facing us in the cloud
• How the attack surface has, and hasn’t, changed in the cloud
• Unique, professional-level pen testing skills for cloud implementations
• Application and API-based testing
• Pen testing and GRC
• Updated PenTest+ exam

Register onsite or if watching via livestream visit:
tinyurl.com/yfkrurutv